WHAT CAN I DO WITH A MAJOR IN CYBER SECURITY

CAREER OPTIONS
Computer Crimes Agent
Computer Security Specialist
Information Specialist
Network Security Professional
Systems Analyst
System Security Administrator

TRANSFERABLE SKILLS GAINED
Attention to detail
Analytical Skills
Technical ability
Problem-solving skills

EMPLOYMENT AREAS
Law Enforcement
Government Agencies
Financial Institutions
Corporations
Healthcare

INFORMATION WEBSITES
UNO College of IS&T
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Information Systems Security Assn. (ISC)²
Information Security Forum

IST.unomaha.edu
go.gl/DcqWbd
issa.org
isc2.org
securityforum.org

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Actively participate in student research opportunities with the Nebraska University Center for Cyber Security
Complete an internship in information security
Develop strong technical and teamwork skills
Stay up-to-date on emerging technology and industry trends